
LÖWE 10
Outstanding cutting capacity and  
maximum efficiency



LÖWE 10.107

The best of all of our Original LÖWE pruning shears
We combined the advantages of anvil technology and bypass geometry into 
a new-to-market pruning shear – our novel LÖWE 10. This innovative model 
is the perfect solution for utmost requirements due to its durable, robust 
construction, slim, and tapered design.

» The best of all of our Original LÖWE pruning 
 shears combined into one new product

» Outstanding cutting capacity up to Ø 30 mm

» Closer to the stem pruning

» As robust as our millionfold standard  
 model LÖWE 1

LÖWE 10.107 
with ergonomically shaped handle 
With handle curved inwards

30 mm | 1 1/5 "285 g M20,5 cm | 8 “

Outstanding cutting capacity up to Ø 30 mm
Due to its innovative design, the cutting capacity has been extended up 
to 30 mm, which also optimizes its power transmission. The outstanding 
cutting capacity turns LÖWE 10 into an efficient cutting tool making it an 
acceptable alternative to loppers for branches up to 30 mm.

Closer to the stem pruning
With its off-center positioned blade, LÖWE 10 enables pruning closer to the 
stem. Furthermore, LÖWE 10 blades' bypass geometry prevents clippings 
from slipping out. The slim, tapered design also allows to cut branches in 
narrow and hard-to-reach areas. 

As robust as our millionfold standard model LÖWE 1
Original LÖWE pruning shears stand for durability, robustness and straight-
forward design. Similar to our standard model LÖWE 1, LÖWE 10 is charac-
terized by practical details, maximum efficiency and extreme durability 
for everyday use, making it a perfect cutting tool for olive and fruit tree 
pruning, as well as dry or hard wood. 



Popular LÖWE 11 now available also with 
handle curved inwards – LÖWE 11.107
Precise cutting due to its superfine counter-blade

The precision cutting head with optimum geometry guarantees a 
precise and easy cut. The handles made of high-quality, fiber-re-
inforced plastic and the optimized design of this bypass pruning 
shears result a very low weight. Due to the inwards curved handle  
the LÖWE 11.107 also is ideal for smaller hands and in combination 
with their very effective shock absorbers make them an indispensa-
ble tool for professional users. 
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NEW

LÖWE 11.104 
Standard handle shape

LÖWE 11.109 
with rotating handle 
The rotating handle reduces the strain 
on the hand and wrist

LÖWE 11.107 
with ergonomically shaped handle
With handle curved inwards, ideal  
for small hands


